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中山道

Benzaiten Pond
弁財天の池

The pond is located between
Hosokute Station and Okute
Station. A shallow pond about
750 m2 with a small island that
accommodates a small stone
shrine rebuilt in 1836, which is
dedicated to Benten (the Goddess of Arts and Wisdom).

中山道

細久手宿

Edo(Tokyo) and Kyoto were
the two major cities in Japan.
Nakasendo, as well as Tokaido ,
served between the two major
cities as main highways, starting
from Nihonbashi, Edo (Chuoku, Tokyo) via Shinshu and
Shiga to Kyoto for about 534 km.Even now, some cobbled streets
have survived and vestiges of the post towns are seen alongside of
the lost highways, telling stories of the bustle of that time.

Jizo-do Hall
The ruins of
Hitotsu tea-house

Routes which were
easily mistaken

Hosokute Station(Hosokute-juku)
48th post station from Edo (Tokyo). A temporary post station had to be installed here
because of the great distance between Okute Station to the east and Mitake Station to the
west, causing heavy traffic of people and horses. Boundaries of the properties consist of
masonry which characterizes the blocks around the town, suggesting the scenery at the time
of the installation of the new station. 15 min. by taxi from Mizunami IC or Mizunami St, to

Routes which were easily
mistaken Road signs were
installed approximately
every 4 km as guides for
travelers.

Hosokute Community Center in Hosokute, Hiyoshicho (7628-1, Hiyoshi Cho)

Stone statues of Buddha and
stone monuments of the Edo
Period are lined up
352
Sangoku Observation
platform Bato Kannon
(the horse-headed Kannon)

65

The site of the
Woman Man pine
Okunoda
ichirizuka
(a milestone)

Daikokuya
大黒屋

Koshin-do Hall
The ruins of a site
of the notice board
Hosokute

★ Community Center
The ruins of
a main position

After more than 150 years, Daikokuya still provides
excellent food and lodging accommodation where a
splendid entrance gate and the “Shikidai” (step in an
entrance way provided in order to ride in the palanquin without getting on the ground) remain,
suggesting evidence that the feudal lords used to
stay overnight.Registered Tangible Cultural Property.
→ Information
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Lunch guests are welcome
Enjoy our lunch in the
immaculate Tatami room.

中山道

大湫宿

Thirteen Pass
literary
monument
349

Okute
Community
Center ★

Resting station

Omodakaya
(Resting station)

Sunday only！
！

Okute Station(Okute-juku)
47th post station from Edo (Tokyo).It is the post station located at the
highest altitude (510 m above sea level) in Mino Province.The area used to
be considered dangerous because of the steep slopes after steep slopes.Biwa
Pass and the temples dedicated to Kannon (the Goddess of Mercy) as well
as remainders of inns show vestiges of that time. 25 min. by taxi from

Okute
Kannon-do
Hall

Goheimochi

Mizunami IC or 10 min. from JR Kamado St. to Okute Community Center
in Okutecho (422-1, Okutecho)

Kaikoku tower
Kitanozaka

Biwa Pass West
starting point

Yasezawa
ichirizuka
(a milestone)

65

Bato Kannon
(the horse-headed
Kannon) of Oobora

Ishibashi
（Stone bridge）
of Momijido

Biwa Pass East
starting point
Routes which were
easily mistaken

(Grilled Rice Cake with sweet Miso sauce)

Resting
station

Bato Kannon
(the horse-headed
Kannon) of Kosaka

The tower
of koshin

Resting station,
observatory
entrance
65

Horoiwa
(Horo-megalithic)
Eboshiiwa
(Eboshi-megalithic)
Bato Kannon
(the horse-headed Kannon)
of Biwa Pass

Main house of Noriyuki
Morikawa residence
旧森川訓行家住宅

Okute Shinmei
Shrine
大湫神明神社

The shrine is located west of the
lost post town, and there is a tall
Cryptomeria tree on the
precincts which is said to be
1,300 years old.

Morikawa used to run a tavern and a
wholesale business in this house.Lattice
and the plaster wing walls in front of
the house remind one that it was once
an inn. It is scheduled to open as a tourist information center in January 2017.

Approx. 730m long The
longest stone pavement in Japan.

Stone pavement of Biwa Pass
琵琶峠の石畳

This pass is a site in Nakasendo (one of the five
routes of the Edo[1603-1808] Period) that is
famous for the beauty of its stone pavement and
the surrounding greenery, as depicted in the
famous Ukiyo-e paintings. Yasezawa milestones
and Bato Kannon (horse-headed Kannon) are still
standing around the area of Biwa Pass, suggesting the scenery of that time.
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History

The Toki clan, descended from Mino-Genji, originated in Mizunami City, and was widely known
as a Shugo Daimyo (feudal rulers) of Muromachi shogunate. The castle ruins associated with Nobunaga Oda and the prestigious temples are also remarkable historic sites.Preserved tradition and
religion over hundreds of years welcome you in the city.
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Mino Kabuki Museum
“Aioi-Za”

Ji-Kabuki is performed on the last
Friday and Saturday
of every September.

Let s join Kabuki by throwing
Ohineri to the stage!

B-1 美濃歌舞伎博物館「相生座」

Kabuki is one of the classic plays in Japan, and
Kabuki played by the locals on the occasions of festivals is called “Ji-Kabuki”.An old theater in the Meiji
Period was moved and restored as a wooden theater
and made into a museum called the Aioi-Za where
Kabuki costumes are displayed.A reservation is
required for a guided tour.
8004-25,Hiyoshicho
0572-69-2126
No scheduled
closing day
9:00to16:00 ￥ 100Yen 25min. by car/taxi
from Mizunami IC or JR Mizunami St. P 30cars
HP http://www.nakasendou.jp/aioiza/ EN

2

Museum Nakasendo

B-5 ミュージアム中仙道

Many Japanese art works including Kabuki materials,
pottery, paintings, battle-gear and armor are displayed.
The banquet hall and the restaurant can be used for
multiple purposes.
331,Togari,Akiyocho 0572-68-0505 Mon. 9：00to17：00
（16：30）￥ 200Yen 5min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or 3min.
by car from Mizunami IC. P 70cars
HP http://www.nakasendou.jp/museum/
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Put coins on tissue papers
or colored papers as
much as you want!

Fold the paper so as to
wrap the coins and twist
the paper to hold them.

Throw them to your
favorite actors when they
take special poses

Don’t miss
the exhibitions!

3

Stone walls at Ori Castle site
Think back to
the time of the
Kamakura Period.

D-6 小里城跡石垣

It is said to have been built around 1532.During
the Edo Period, Mizunami City became the base
of territorial rule for the Ori clan which is
descended from the Toki clan.Remains such as
the ruins of stone walls and quarters show
pieces of the original shape of the castle in the
early Edo Period.
2902-1,Ori.Inatsucho
P Parking provided

10min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or 15min. by car from Mizunami IC.

4

Tsurugajyou Castle site

D-4 鶴ケ城跡

This castle is said to have been the residence of the Toki clan that reigned over
the area since the Kamakura Period.This
used to be a mountain castle -- a base for
Oda domination of Tono region. Such ruins
as quarters and wells show pieces of the
original shape of the castle in the age of
provincial wars.

The ruins of the main
building where the
top was occupied by
the lords.

2659-3,Tokicho
5min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or 10min. by car from Mizunami IC.

In 2008, the statue
was cleared of mud
for the first time in
400 years.
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Sakurado Yakushi

(temple of the Healing Buddha)

D-4 櫻堂薬師

An ancient temple that was opened by
Santai Shonin in 812, and said to be a place
of prayer for Emperor Saga.Once it was lost
by fire during war in the age of provincial
wars, but revived in the Edo Period.The
main hall was re-built in 1667, where statues of Buddha are resting accompanied by
many Ema (votive pictures of horses).

5
B-5

Tanaka Doro Yakushi

5728,Tokicho
5min. by taxi from JR Mizunami
St or 10min. by car from Mizunami IC. P Parking
provided

(statue of healing Buddha covered by mud)
田中泥薬師

It is believed that this statue cures sickness. People cover the part
of the Buddha with mud that they wish to be cured, and chant “On
Korokoro Sendari Matougi Sowaka” three times and pray.
Tanakayakushinyorai,４,Yakushicho
3min. by car from Mizunami IC.

Nio Guardians after the big
restoration work appear in
their original shape in the
late Muromachi Period.

5min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or
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Science

In the Miocene period (about 1,700 million years ago), the Mizunami area was laid down under
lake or marine conditions. About 1,500 kinds of fossils including shell, fish, mammals and plants
were collected. These fossils tell us the geologic history of our city.

Let’s travel back in
time to see the
history of the
earth!!

1

Mizunami City Earth Corridor

There go fossils!

C-4 瑞浪市地球回廊

With the theme, “Thinking of the Earth”, this is an educational facility for learning the history of life with a sense of
adventure while walking through a tunnel.
67-1,Togari,Akiyocho 0572-68-9950 Mon.Day following a holiday
9:00to17:15
（16:45）￥ 200Yen,free for high school students and younger
5min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or 3min. by car from Mizunami IC.
P 30cars HP http://www.city.mizunami.lg.jp/docs/2014092923145/

2

Mizunami City Fossil Museum

B-4 瑞浪市化石博物館

A museum exclusively focused on fossils.More than 250,000 fossils are
deposited, and some of them (about 3,000 specimens) are
exhibited.These fossils show that the Mizunami area was laid down under
lake or marine environments at Miocene (2,000 to 1,500 million years ago).

We can find
fossils such as
shell.

You can have experience of collecting
fossils at the riverside of Toki River which
is 1.2km south of Museum by permission
of the Fossil Museum.

1-47,Yamanouchi,Akiyocho 0572-68-7710 Mon.Day following a holiday
9:00to17:15
（16:45）￥ 200Yen,free for high school students and younger
5min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or 3min. by car from Mizunami IC.
P 30cars HP http://www.city.mizunami.lg.jp/docs/2014092922650/
Mizunami City
Fossil Museum
Mascot
Mizunami Mio
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There is underground vault which was
built.You can find a lot of shell fossils on
underground vault.
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Nature

Numerous, powerful waterfalls flow through the lush greenery. A legend says that a couple of male
and female dragons once lived in the fall, and they used to growl, calling for each other in passion.

Why don’t you hike
around the beautiful
valley while listening
to the gale-like
sound of the fall?

1
Surprized by the baby dragons
popping out from the eggs!

Ryu-gin Kyo (Ryu-gin Gorge)

D-3 竜吟峡

Stroll down the hiking trails alongside of the seven large and
small waterfalls, Ryu-gin Lake, and Nanadaru trail leading to it,
and trails along the creeks, etc. Enjoy the majestic waterfalls
and other nature throughout the four seasons.
Kamadocho 0572-63-0015（Mizunami Nature Center） 20min. on
foot from JR Kamado St or 15min. by car from Mizunami IC. P Parking
provided

2

Mizunami Nature Center

D-3 みずなみ自然ふれあい館

Nice view Point
Enjoy the
panoramic view!

Anyone who visits
the forest of Ryu-gin
is welcome to drop
by this log house.Get
to know the forest of Ryu-gin through the exhibitions and lectures provided.There is a climbing
wall you can enjoy even when it rains.
1069-307,Kamadocho 0572-63-0015 Mon.Day following a holiday.Days around New Years
9：00to17：00 20min. on foot from JR Kamado St or 15min. by car from Mizunami IC.
P Parking provided HP http://www.ryugin-taki.jp/

Mt. Suisho

水晶山
The topmost highlands in Ryu-gin forest at
an altitude of 459 m and about 30 minutes
from Mizunami Nature Center. It provides
a very good panoramic view.
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Art

In Mizunami City, the sites of kilns from the Nara Period were discovered, but the full-fledged ceramics
productions began in the Azuchi Momoyama Period.After the Meiji Period, in particular, Suecho has
flourished as a town of ceramics as well as western-tableware.Currently Mizunami City has established a
new brand of ceramics, “Mizunami-yaki”, such as Japanese and western tableware in a variety of types.

Approximately 3.3 m high.

1 The biggest Mino-

yaki guardian
dogs in the world

D-7 世界一の美濃焼こま犬

Approximately 3.3m high, 15tons of clay used, Mino
Pottery guardian dogs (a pair of Komainu statues)
which are certified by Guinness as the biggest in
the world based on the works of Hashiba Yozaemon Kagenori the fourth of Okawa-gama (Okawa
Pottery) which is a cultural property of the city.
Near Hachioji Shrine in Okawa,Suecho
20min. by
taxi from JR Mizunami St or 25 min. by car from Mizunami IC. P Parking provided

12,000 people involved in the production.

3

GUINNESS
RECORDS

The town of ceramics,
Mizumami City, holds
three Guinness records.

2 “Hojo no Tsubo”,

the biggest Chatsubo
(tea container)in the world

「豊穣の壺」
D-7 世界一の茶つぼ

5.4 m high, 4.0m in diameter with 32 tons of clay
used. It is certified by Guinness as the largest
one-piece pottery in the world that is baked in a
mold. It took 12,000 locals, including children, one
year to finish.
Near Hachioji Shrine in Okawa,Suecho
20min. by taxi
from JR Mizunami St or 25min. by car from Mizunami IC.
P Parking provided

1,220 kg in weight.

3

“Zuisho”,
the largest plate in the world

D-5 世界一の大皿「瑞祥」

2.8m in diameter, 3.0m high, 1,220 kg in weight. It is certified by Guinness as the largest plate in the world. A year and eight months were
spent to formulate the plan and finish it. By the effort of the local
people, it was baked over a period of one week at about 1,200 degrees.
Zuisho Memorial Hall on the precincts of Ori Inari Shrine, Inatsucho (the key to the hall is at
Inari Hot Spring (page 14))
15min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or 20min. by car from
Mizunami IC. P Parking provided
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Mizunami and the History of Pottery
The story goes that in 1475, [Kato Saemonnojo Kagenobu] built
the kiln in Suecho Okawa, and Suecho is prospering as a town of
the ceramic industry at present day.Mino-yaki (Produced in Mizunami, Toki and Tajimi) is based in the region with the largest
pottery production in Japan, and “Mizunami-yaki”, in particular,

comes with a proud tradition of world-class designs and high
quality.
These pottery items are not only for commercial use, for they are
strong and easy to use for your family who will never get tired of
using them. The brand is highly recognized worldwide.

All kinds of pottery are displayed
at the exhibitions
and special shows.

4

Mizunami City
Ceramics Museum

B-4 瑞浪市陶磁資料館

You can learn about producting of ceramics and
difference between pottery and porcelain. The
museum curators would help you about any
questions.Mino wares and “Tojikiseisanyogu” , a
cultural property of producting ceramics, are
exhibited.You can experience pottery making and
painting here.
1-6,Yamanouchi,Akiyocho
0572-67-2506
Mon.Day
following a holiday
9:00to17:15
（16:45）￥ 200Yen,free for
high school students and younger
5min. by taxi from JR
Mizunami St or 3min. by car from Mizunami IC. P 30cars
HP http://www.city.mizunami.lg.jp/docs/2014092923046/

Experience the
pottery work!

5

Pottery shop
“Chawan-ya Mizunami”
at Social Center Tokiwa

C-5 ちゃわん屋みずなみ 交流センターときわ店

Prefecture’s largest sixchambered ascending kiln.

6

Sue Yozaemon’s kiln

Pottery is for sale at Mizunami City Social Center
Tokiwa.Mizunami-yaki items are also available.
Take them in your hand and find something you
want to enjoy.

The ascending kiln of bygone days can be seen here. You can try making pottery
at the craft center adjacent to the kiln.

1131-2,Terakawadocho
0572-66-1282
Days around
New Years
9：00to21：00 ￥ 100〜6,000Yen
3min.
on foot from JR Mizunami St or 5min. by car from Mizunami IC. P 52cars HP http://mizunami-tokiwa21.jp/

786-1, Okawa,Suecho
0572-65-3776
No scheduled closing day
By reservation ￥
Fees are 1,000Yen and up for Pottery-making experience
20min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or 25min. by car from Mizunami IC. P Parking provided
HP http://suechou.com/yozaemon.html

D-7 陶与左衛門窯
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Gourmet
&

Stay

Mizunami City has long-established restaurants
passed down over many generations, as well as new
establishments to introduce new food culture,
where various flavors and styles are gathered.

Relish the local
cuisine

Mizunami Buono Pork
The marbled, strong sweetness of fat and the
real flavor of pork satisfies you.

1

Four Seasons
Cuisine Hisago

C-5 四季の膳ひさご

Enjoy ceramic plate grilled Mizunami
Buono Pork, thick starchy sauce over
boiled tofu, deep fried loach, “Ikomi”
tomatoes (Chopped chicken inside of
tomato, exclusively in summer time only).
1136-5,Terakawadocho 0572-68-2658 Sun.Lunch time on Sat, Holidays
Lunch11：30to13：30. Dinner 17：30to22：00
（21：30）￥ Lunch 900Yen and up,
Dinner 3,800Yen and up P 3cars 40seats HP http://www.nande.com/hisago/

3

Miwaya head
restaurant

D-3 みわ屋 本店

Hiyoshiya

C-5 日本料理 日吉屋

Course dishes are carefully selected
from the seasonal ingredients of the
four seasons.Courses using Mizunami
Buono Pork are also very popular.

1141-4,Terakawadocho 0572-68-2331 Thu.
A reservation is required P 12cars 120seats

4

Lunch 11：30to13：30. Dinner

Fon-gu-an

C-5 ふぉんぐ庵

Original menu “Gyu-mabushi” that
Miwaya has a registered trade name for
is the specialty using Hida beef of Gifu
Prefecture.Their specialty is those
cuisine using carefully selected seasonal
ingredients which is produced locally.

Enjoy authentic kaiseki cuisine in an
informal Asian atmosphere with jazz
music.Mini kaiseki cuisine for lunch is
offered at a reasonable price.Why
don’t you try the well-prepared
dishes at lunch time.

3368-3,Tokicho
0572-68-3388
Tue.3rd Mon.
11：00to20：30
（20：00）
200seats
￥ Lunch 1,000Yen and up. Dinner 1,800Yen and up P 30cars
HP http://www.miwaya308.com

871-18,Terakawadocho
0572-67-0185
Sun(& no scheduled closing day )
Lunch 12：00 to14：30. Dinner A reservation is required 18：00to21：30
￥ Lunch 2,300Yen and up.Dinner 3,700Yen and up P 6cars
20seats

5

Kadoya Eatery

C-5 加登屋食堂

6 Farmers Kitchen

Sakura

C-4 農家ダイニングさくら

The popular ankake katsu-don (sauce
over deep fried pork rice bowl) is an
old-fashioned, simple, thickened soup
with the deep flavor of bonito.Many
students come to eat this rice bowl.

Locally produced ingredients are
mainly used; feast of farmers is a must
try. Enjoy a big breakfast as well as a
healthy buffet lunch with various
choices.

Thu. Lunch 11：00 to14：30. Dinner
64seats HP http://j47.jp/kadoya/

6059,Tokicho
（Kinaata Mizunami） 0572-66-4600 Tue.3rd Mon. Weekdays
9：00to14：30（Opens at 8:00 on Sat. Sun. Holidays）￥ Breakfast 390Yen
Yen and up. Lunch 1,500Yen and up P 110cars
（Sat.Sun.Holidays 500Yen）
75seats HP http://www.miwaya308.com/shop_nouka_dining.html

1144-6,Terakawadocho 0572-68-6121
16：00to20：15 ￥ 500Yen and up P 3cars
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L A lab

B-5 エルエーラボ

12

2 Japanese cuisine

8

La Belle Equipe

B-5 ベルエキップ

Single diners also welcome.Unwind
slowly while reading a book on a
nice sofa in an interior gallery setting.

A French restaurant, run by a chef who
loves the local ingredients and is
greatly committed to his art. Enjoy his
food served in Mizunami Pottery with
carefully selected, locally grown
vegetables, and Mizunami Buono Pork.

2-55-1,Yakushicho 0572-44-7246 Thu. 20：00to25：00 ￥ 2,000Yen and
up P 10cars 21seats HP http://lalab.info/ EN

2-55-1,Yakushicho 0572-68-2361 No scheduled closing day 11：30to22：
00
（21：00）￥ Lunch 1,890Yen and up. Dinner 3,800Yen and up P 10cars
20seats HP http://r.gnavi.co.jp/n785100/
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Noodle shop
Mizuki

B-5 蕎麦処みずき

Buckwheat flour produced in Agi,
Nakatsugawa City is the main ingredients. Genuine wasabi from Azumino in
the Shinshu region will be added on the
side.Chef's recommendation lunch is very
popular. Please relax in the renovated old
house which dates back 120 years.

Noodles
Easy, quick and, of course, delicious!Ramen, Udon, Soba
(buckwheat noodles) ... meticulous taste of the shops packed in
every single dish.

10

351-2,Togari,Akiyocho 0572-68-3007 Wed.3rd Tue Lunch 11：00to14：
00. Dinner 17：00to20：00 ￥ Lunch 1,000Yen and up. Dinner 1,200Yen and up
P 10cars 24seats

Masumi

11

C-5 満寿見

C-5 ときわ食堂

Founded 65 years ago, the flavor of
Chinese noodles has been consistent
over three generations. Nagoya’s
special miso pork skewers, miso Udon
stew, and fried chicken wings are
enjoyable as well. The tatami room is
available for up to 26 guests.

Chewy homemade Udon and soup,
blended with several kinds of miso,
have been used to create “Miso
Nikomi Udon” with deep flavor.
Sukiyaki Udon is very popular as well.

7024-2,Tokicho
0572-67-0493
Mon.
（In the case of a holiday, the next
day） Lunch 11：00to14：00. Dinner 17：00to20：30 ￥ 540Yen and up
72seats
P 25cars
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1133,Terakawadocho
0572-68-2515
Thu.
Dinner 17：00to20：30 ￥ 470Yen and up P 5cars
HP http://j47.jp/tokiwasyokudo/

Akintei
Mizunami
main shop
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Lunch 11：30to14：30.
32seats

THE Fuji

B-5 THE 富士

The daily special lunch, a ramen set,
a multi-course dinner and recommended single dishes welcome
you. Enjoy Chinese cuisine from a
choice of menus, in an easy, pleasant atmosphere.

D-5 あきん亭瑞浪本店

The specialty is ramen in harmony
with the flavor of homemade
noodles, roasted pork fillet, and soup
which is a blend of several types of
soy sauce.
1266-1,Ori,Inatsucho 0572-68-8123
Mon.
（In the case of a holiday, I do
Open） 11：00to21：00
（20:30）￥ 740Yen and up P 27cars 52seats

Tokiwa Eatery

4-20,Yakushicho 0572-67-2988 Wed.
（& no scheduled closing day ） Lunch
11：45to14：00. Dinner 17：00to22：00
[¥]
￥ Lunch 870Yen and up.Dinner
（21:30）
1,500Yen and up Over 10seats P 32seats

Jizake - Local brew of Japanese Sake
The brewery of
Kozaemon and Shiroku
C-5 小左衛門・始禄 蔵元

Founded in 1702.You can get and try
water which is used to make sake.
Brewery’s special liqueurs made from
Junmai-shu(sake made without added
alcohol or sugar) are available.A sake
brewery tour is available (reservation only).
7181-1,Tokicho 0572-68-3151 Sat.Sun.Holidays.New Year's call.
8：30to17：00 P 10cars 10seats HP http://www.kozaemon.jp/ EN

Wakaba Co., Ltd.
C-5 若葉株式会社

Founded more than 300 years ago, it
mainly manufactures Junmai-shu
with locally produced rice. The products are available on their website as
well.A sake brewery tour and tasting
is available reservation only.

7270-1,Tokicho 0572-68-3168 Sun.Holidays.2nd,3nd sat
8：00to17：00 P 5cars HP http://www.wakaba-sake.com/
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Daikokuya

B-2 大黒屋旅館

Daikokuya has been an
established inn in Hosokute Station for over 150
years. It has not changed
from the old days and still
welcomes visitors who
travel Nakasendo on foot.

Gourmet
&

Eating

Stay

Bathing

Stay

Mizunami offers hot springs, good food and hospitality
that soothes the minds of travelers. Please relish the
moment in Mizunami to your heart's content.

7905-1,Hiyoshicho 0572-69-2518 休 No scheduled closing day P 6cars 7Japanese style rooms
HP http://hosokutedaikokuya.web.fc2.com/

Oniiwa Hot spring
鬼 岩温 泉
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Oniiwa
Yumotokan
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Japanese cuisine
and inn Iwamitei

A-3 和味の宿 いわみ亭

A-3 鬼岩湯元館

Enjoy the hot spring
you can drink, and the
Aroma beauty
treatment.Indulge in
healing during your
vacation.

9499-13,Hiyoshicho 0574-67-0413 休 Maintenance
hours A simple visit to the hot spring (11：00 to 14：
00) or restaurant are welcome. P 70cars 21Japanese
style rooms HP http://oniiwa-yumoto.com/

9500-5,Hiyoshicho 0574-67-3101 休 No scheduled closing day P 20cars
10Japanese style
rooms HP http://www.iwamitei.com/

Byakko Hot spring

稲荷温泉
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白狐 温 泉

Inari Onsen
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D-6 稲荷温泉

Imaiya

555,ori,Inatsucho
P 15cars

0572-68-3214 休 Wed.

A big bath “Gessen” is a
safe barrier-free space.hot
springs help injuries to
heal.Enjoy Kyoto style
kaiseki cuisine with the
ingredients of local
specialties.The specialty
menu from the four
seasons is served on Mino
Pottery.

3420-7,Shizuki, Mitake town, Kani-gun
0574-67-0288 P 70cars
Standard 9rooms,
3rooms with outdoor hot spring, 5special rooms
HP http://www.ryouzan.jp/

Kamado Hot spring
釜戸温 泉

20

D-3 今井屋

Inari shrine in Ori is
proud of its 400 years
of history.This hot
spring is just like a
hidden house in that
precinct.100% fresh hot
spring water.

Ryo-zan

A-3 了山

hot spring with a
tatami floor gives you
healing power and an
enhanced metabolism.

Inari Hot spring
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Suigetsukan

E-3 水月館

Long-established in
founded 120 years
ago.The specialty is
sweetened, boiled
rainbow trout which
needs 10 hours of
cooking.

Relax in the big bath of
alkalescent salt hot
spring. Enjoy a meal
that uses a lot of local
ingredients.

708-4,Kamadocho 0572-63-2013 P 10cars
6Japanese style rooms

3160,Kamadocho 0572-63-2018 P 10cars
8Japanese style rooms

Mizunami City agriculture
products direct sales store
Kinaata Mizunami
C-4
瑞浪市農産物等直売所 きなぁた瑞浪

Bring the
pleasant
memories of
Mizunami
to your family,
friends,
and to yourself.

Special products are sold, such as agricultural
products that local farmers carefully nurtured
and harvested, as well as Mizunami Buono Pork.
6059,Tokicho 0572-26-8617 休 Tue.New Year's call.Day following a Holidays.
9：00to18：00 5min. by taxi from JR Mizunami St or 10 min. by car from
Mizunami IC. P Parking provided HP http://kinahta.jp/

Mizunami Buono Pork
瑞浪 ボーノポーク

C-4

Mizunami Buono Pork has twice as much marbling as other
domestically produced pork, with a juicy flavor and the strong,
sweetness of fat, giving you the joyful taste of meat. Local restaurants use their own ingenuity to serve Mizunami BuonoPork
dishes which are available at Kinaata Mizunami.
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Kozaemon Special Junmaishu
Shinano Miyamanishiki／
Shiroku Sayaka
authentically-brewed
小左衛門 特別純米信濃美山錦／
C-5
始禄 爽 本醸造
Carefully brewed sake made from rice
produced in Mino with craftsmanship which
has been passed down for more than 300
years.Its subtle aroma and mild sweetness
has won wide ranging popularity.
The brewery of
Kozaemon and Shiroku
小左衛門・始禄 蔵元 ▶P.13

H o t

1

Many people share the bathtub.
Rinse yourself outside
of the tub first.

s p r i n g s

2

G u i d e

Take a small towel with you so
that you can dry
yourself.Please
remember not to
put the towel in
the tub water.

3

Street address

TEL

Akiyo Country Club

1112-88,Tsukiyoshi,Akiyocho

0572-69-2326

Crown Country Club

1030,Mashizume,Suecho

0572-65-3939

Green Hill Mizunami Golf Club

2722,Ori,Inatsucho

0572-68-1212

Zuiryo Golf Club

8263-31,Tokicho

0572-68-8888

Daily Mizunami Country Club

1069,Kamadocho

0572-63-1122

Tono Country Club

830,Mizukami,Suecho

0572-65-4111

Nakasendo Golf Club

621-1,Okutecho

0572-63-3111

Hananoki Golf Club

8675-1,Hiyoshicho

0572-68-9111

Hiyoshi Highland Club

8004-25,Hiyoshicho

0572-69-2126

Forest Mizunami Country Club

4605,Kamadocho

0572-63-3131

Bellflower Country Club

8671-1,Hiyoshicho

0572-64-2121

Mizunami Country Club

2383-1,Kamadocho

0572-63-3800

Mizunami Kogen Golf Club

4858-4,Tokicho

0572-68-2126

Name

Its 13 golf courses comprise one of the
fascinations Mizunami City can offer. All
over the hilly area with magnificent panorama overlooking the main Alps, there
are beautiful golf courses welcoming you
to a resort experience. Lodging and the
meticulous taste of meals is a part of the
joys of travel. Indulge in golf during your
vacation.

Mio, domestically
produced English tea

Oni Manju
鬼まんじゅう

C-5
有機 和紅茶 澪-mio“Benifuki”, English tea produced in Japan, has a
mild flavor. Non-pesticide, chemical fertilizer-free,
green tea and roasted green tea are also available
at Kinaata Mizunami, and on-line as well.

Zuihoen Naruse Farm-Agricultural
producers' cooperative corporation
成瀬農場瑞芳園
1-95,Minamiodacho 0572-68-3045
休 No scheduled closing day
9：
00to19：00 P 3cars HP http://zuihoen.jp/

Please do not scrub your body in
the tub. Use shower
first if you think
you need one.

B-5

Food for the health-conscious, including
Oni Manju is available, which uses sweet
potatoes and squash.

Wakaba Junmai ginjo sake／
Wakaba Junmai

Minohiroan Mankaido
美濃廣庵・満開堂
2-56,Yakushicho 0572-68-3131 8：
30to19：00 ￥ 1,000Yen and up P 30cars
200seats HP http://www.mankaido.jp

C-5
若葉 純米吟醸／若葉 純米
Locally produced rice and rich, elegant
tasting subsoil water create Junmaishu
whose flavor never goes away.

Wakaba Co., Ltd.
若葉株式会社 ▶P.13
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Access/Direction
By Car
Tajimi IC

Toki JCT Toki IC

Meishin Expressway
Osaka

Mizunami IC

Chuo Expressway

Tokiminami-Tajimi IC
TOKAI-KANJO Expressway

Komaki JCT

Tomei Expressway

Nagano/ Tokyo

Tokyo

Toyota JCT

● Tokyo → Toyota JCT → Toki JCT → Mizunami (about 4 hours 30 minutes)
[Tomei Expressway → TOKAI-KANJO Expressway → Chuo Expressway]

● Tokyo → Mizunami (about 4 hours) [Chuo Expressway]
● Osaka → Komaki JCT → Mizunami (about 2 hours and 30 minutes) [Meishin → Chuo Expressway]

By Rail
Tajimi

Tokishi

Mizunami Kamado

JR Chuo Line

Nagano/Tokyo

Tokaido Shinkansen
Tokyo

Osaka
Nagoya

● Shinkansen / Tokyo → Nagoya (1 hour and 45 minutes) ／Osaka → Nagoya (1 hour)
● Chuo Line / Nagoya → Mizunami(50 minutes)

TAXI
● Totetsu Taxi （Mizunami Dispatch Center）

0120-68-2277

● Heiwa Taxi

0120-37-6111

● Kobayashi Taxi

0120-33-1168

● SKU Taxi

0572-65-2889

Mizunami City
http://www.city.
mizunami.lg.jp/

Mizunami City
Tourist Association
http:// 瑞浪 .com/
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